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CMS Endcap RPC Performance Analysis *
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Abstract:

The Resistive Plate Chamber (RPC) detector system in LHC-CMS experiment is designed for trigger and timing

purpose. The endcap RPC system has been successfully operated since the construction and installation up to 2008.

Although the chambers have been tested extensively during the construction phase, a thorough check using collision

data is necessary to understand the detector performance. We developed an efficiency analysis tool and analyzed

the collision data, focusing on the first endcap station which was assembled and tested by Peking University. We

obtained the reliable detector efficiency performance, and helped to decide the RPC working high voltage level during

data taking. We also tried to analyze other RPC performance characteristics such as spatial resolution. The results

showed that, the CMS-RPC endcap system has satisfactory performance as expected during data taking in LHC

collision experiment.
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1 Introduction

The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [1] is one of the
general purpose experiments at Large Hadron Collider
(LHC)experiment [2], the physics motivation is to test
the Standard Model and to explore the new physics, es-
pecially to search for the Higgs boson. The CMS detec-
tor consists of various sub-detector systems [1]. Among
them, the muon system located outside of the magnetic
coil was designed for trigger purpose, as well as for mea-
suring the track of muons which could easily penetrate
the calorimeter and iron absorber. The muon system
used three technologies: the Drift Tube (DT) and Re-
sistive Plate Chamber (RPC) in barrel region, and the
Cathode Strip Chamber (CSC) and also RPC in endcap
region.

The RPC detector system was designed for trig-
ger and timing purpose, while CSC and DT also pro-
vide muon tracking measurement. For triggering per-
formance, a 95% efficiency for RPC is required. Each
chamber was tested extensively using cosmic rays after
the assembly, the results agreed well with the expecta-
tion, showing high efficiency (96%) and good time and
space behavior [3–8]. Since year 2008 the endcap R-
PC system has been installed on CMS yokes and started
commissioning.

During the initial online operation, several algorithm-
s were applied to evaluate the detector efficiency. This
study tries to validate one of the efficiency calculation
algorithm, which takes neighboring CSC segment signal
as trigger.

The CMS muon system layout in endcap region is de-
scribed in Section 2, especially the RPC system topolo-
gy, which is the base for RPC performance analysis. The
principle of the efficiency analysis algorithm is explained
in Section 3. In Section 4 we used MC simulation to ex-
amine our algorithm, with detailed survey on seemingly
low efficiency behavior and possible bias discrimination.
The endcap RPC performance with collision data using
the updated tool is illustrated in Section 5.

2 Endcap RPC System

According to the position along the beam pipe, which
is also the z axis in CMS global coordination, the two
symmetric muon endcaps were indexed as plus and mi-
nus endcap, each endcap is further divided into four disks
with three supporting iron yokes between them. Each
disk composed of two kinds of muon detectors (CSC and
RPC) to form a station, which makes up individual lay-
ers along particle trajectory in track reconstruction. The
three iron yokes which also serve as absorber are labeled
as YE1/YE2/YE3.

The CSC system is settled on 4 stations, until 2012
the fourth station was only partly installed. Station 2, 3

and 4 contain two circular rings of chambers at different
radius, the outer ring (labeled as ring2) is divided into 36
segments in azimuth ϕ, each segment covers 10 degrees
with one CSC chamber; while the inner ring (ring1) is
divided into 18 segments, thus each chamber covers 20
degrees. Station 1 has three rings and are all divided
into 36 segments. On all rings the first segment start-
s approximately at ϕ = −5◦, and the index grows with
increasing ϕ. The mounting scheme of CSC and RPC
will also affect the trigger calculation in efficiency anal-
ysis. The CSC chambers in four stations were mounted
on different surfaces of the iron yokes [9].

The endcap RPC system has similar layout, the
chambers are installed in the first three stations by 2008,
labeled as RE1/RE2/RE3, while RE4 station is sched-
uled to be installed in 2013-2014 LHC shut-down period.
Each RPC station is further divided into three rings a-
long the radius. At present only the two low η rings
(ring2 and ring3) were fully installed, the high η region
(ring1, near the beam-pipe) is staged for future plan. In
RE1 station, the RPC ring were mounted adjacent to
the corresponding CSC ring. In RE2 and RE3 stations,
RPC ring 2 plus ring 3 cover the same area as CSC ring
2. The readout strips inside each RPC chamber in ring 2
and ring 3 of all stations were divided into three sections
(roll a, b, c) along the radius. The endcap RPC detec-
tor layout is shown in Fig. 1 [10]. In the following text,
we’ll use the index of station/ring/roll to label RPC
position, for example, RE+1/3/b refers to RPC section
in +z endcap station 1, ring 3 and roll b.

Fig. 1. The scheme of the endcap RPC system.
The signal division (rolls) in different rings is
shown for each station. The ϕ coverage of the
detectors on each ring keeps the same as the ad-
jacent CSC detectors.

The CMS RPC detector has a double Bakelite gas-
gaps structure, as shown in Fig. 2 [11]. The signal read-
out strips were put between the gas-gaps. The inner
surfaces of the gas-gaps were treated with the linseed oil
to suppress the noises. An electrical field will be setup
by the high voltage applied to the graphite surfaces, the
energy deposited by the particles passing through the
gas-gaps will cause ionization, leads to an avalanche or
streamer process depending on the strength of electrical
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field and the gas composition, then the signal induced on
strips will be readout.

Fig. 2. The structure of the RPC detector. The
double gas-gaps and the sandwich readout strip
scheme will provide high efficiency.

CMS-RPC operates in avalanche mode [10]. The
avalanche production depends on the environmental
pressure P , the temperature T , the gas mixture and the
high voltage HV . At fixed gas-mixture, the dependence
parameter could be summarized as an effective high volt-
age [11–14] in Eq. (1):

HV eff =HV
P0

P

T

T0

, (1)

where P0 =965mbar, T0 =293K. The dependence on
HV is described by a sigmoidal shape as in Eq. (2), where
HV50% is the effective high voltage when the chamber
reaches the half of its maximum efficiency εmax, S is a pa-
rameter indicating the steepness of the sigmoid [11, 15]:

ε=
εmax

1+e−S(HVeff−HV50%)
, (2)

RPC detector use a digital readout, the spatial reso-
lution is related to the mean strip width and the cluster
size (the average number of fired strips per signal) [16]:

RMSexpected =
<strip width>×<cluster size>√

12
, (3)

The CMS endcap RPC project was shared by in-
stitutes in Italy, Korea, Pakistan, Belgium, China and
CERN. Peking University is responsible for the produc-
tion of detector structure materials, and the assembly
and test of RE1 ring2 and ring3 chambers [5–7, 17–19].

3 Efficiency Analysis Algorithm

The online RPC efficiency is calculated using CSC
signal as trigger. Each CSC chamber is adjacent to one

or two RPC chambers, its track segment will be straight-
ly extrapolated to the adjacent RPC surface，to serve
as a trigger to test RPC efficiency, as shown in Fig. 3.
An acceptance window is applied to compare the residu-
al distance between the impact position and the cluster
center of the fired strips. In the analysis this threshold
is fixed to the width of 4 strips (the strip width of the
endcap RPC is about 2 cm). Event was marked as effi-
cient if the residual is within the threshold, or the fired
cluster center is found inside the acceptance window.

Fig. 3. CSC track segment extrapolation: the im-
pact position is evaluated by extrapolate a single
CSC track segment straightly to the correspond-
ing RPC detector surface. Residual between the
fire position and the impact position is measured,
and an acceptance windows is applied to deter-
mine the efficiency.

The RPC efficiency is evaluated as the counting rate
ratio between the acknowledge RPC events and CSC
triggered events. Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) specify the esti-
mation of efficiency and its error:

εRPC =
NRPC

NCSC

(4)

∆ε=

√
εRPC ×(1−εRPC)

NCSC

. (5)

Two solutions are introduced to suppress the fake
trigger events. First, a filter of CSC segments is speci-
fied by the trajectory characteristics. Assume the global
direction of the sampled segment and another segment
from the adjacent station are (θ1,ϕ1) and (θ2,ϕ2), respec-
tively, the direction variance ∆R is defined as

∆R=

√
(θ1−θ2)

2
+(ϕ1−ϕ2)

2
. (6)

∆R will be used as the parameter of ”segment match
filter” to estimate the trigger segment. Segments from
the trajectory should take coincident direction, and the
value of ∆R should be below the threshold, while trigger
from noise will not be able to take a pattern segment on
chambers in next station, thus could not pass the filter.
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The second measure is to remove the fake trigger on
the edges of RPC roll, which is caused by the inaccura-
cy of CSC measurement and the segment extrapolation.
Here the uncertainties in CSC measurement and segment
extrapolation are expressed by corresponding tolerance
range in θ and ϕ, which produces a pyramidal projection
onto RPC surface, while actually the impact tolerance
on RPC surface could be identified with a cone projec-
tion. Only the events with cones fully inside the RPC
sensitive area will be counted, those with part of cone
projection outside the RPC roll are skipped as fake trig-
ger events. On the other hand, the adjacent RPC rolls
are overlapped each other at side edges on most rings, if
the cone covers two adjacent RPC rolls, both of them will
become candidate to find the possible acknowledgement.

Fig. 4. The definition of CSC track segment cone
in extrapolation used to estimate measurement
bias. The cone projection indicates if the actu-
al trajectory could possibly pass by the edge of
RPC surface.

The cone algorithm was validated with the MC simu-
lation. A ∆R=0.2 segment match threshold was applied
to filter out CSC noise events, while the filter is cancelled
in RE1/3/b and RE1/3/c due to empty match on seg-
ment match filter, which is caused by the special CSC
geometry layouts there. Then with a −0.2rad cone size
along θ direction, the fake trigger events on top/bottom
edge of the RPC roll were cut out. Meanwhile, a very
small cone size (0.01 in radian) along ϕ direction was
set to check the overlapping region on the side edges of
RPC chamber, in case of the segment extrapolation hit
there. The result is shown in Fig. 5. We see that the
expected efficiency performance was achieved using the
CSC segment extrapolation trigger, a 95% of efficiency
is represent on all RPC surface, thus the software tool is
verified to be reliable from MC simulation, and is ready
to be used in real data.
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Fig. 5. (color online) RPC efficiency distribution from MC simulation, the CSC segment cone criteria was applied.
The analysis of RE+1/3/b MC data is shown here as an example: (a) RPC efficiency and the occupancies of both
RPC and CSC versus chamber number of all 36 chambers in the ring, (b) the merged 2D efficiency distributions
on RPC surface.

4 Endcap RPC Performance from 2010
Data

The was analyzed With the reliable software tool, we
analyzed the endcap RPC performance using 2010 col-
lision data. The RPC performance studies focused on

barrel RPC was reported in Ref. [14, 16, 20]. During the
2010 LHC collision period, the endcap RPC system was
operated under 3 different HV settings: 9400V , 9500V
and 9550V , the thresholds of frond end electronics were
set to 220mV . The dark current, which was strongly af-
fected by variations of environmental conditions such as
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temperature and humidity, turned out to be stable dur-
ing the commission except in some case of HV ramping.
Generally the average value was less than 3uA [21], some
chambers with too high dark current or other HV/LV off
problems were masked, a black list corresponding to run
number was applied to filter out those rolls during per-
formance analysis. The same parameters optimized in
MC study were set during online performance analysis,
i.e., ∆R = 0.2 except for RE1/3/a and RE1/3/b, cone
angle width in θ was −0.2rad, in ϕ was 0.01rad.

4.1 Efficiency

The results of 2010 collision data analysis shows that,
most RPC rolls have an efficiency over 95% at higher
operation HV . Some low efficiency rolls mainly worked
under single gap mode, with HV only applied on one gas
gap in the chamber, thus reduced the efficiency. Fig. 6
shows the efficiency in run 147755 with HV at 9500V ,
all the rolls work at an efficiency around 95%.
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Fig. 6. (color online) RPC efficiency distribution from collision data (run 147755, luminosity is 0.5153pb−1, HV was
set at 9500V ). The RE+1/R3 roll b data is shown here as an example: (a) efficiency versus chamber number of
all 36 chambers in the ring, the masked chambers are removed from calculation. Low efficiency chambers mostly
worked in single gap mode; (b) merged 2D efficiency distributions on RPC surface.

Presently installed CMS endcap RPC system has to-
tally 432 chambers, each chamber is divided into 3 rolls
in η direction. The efficiency distribution on all indi-
vidual rolls is surveyed in Fig. 7 from all 2010 data at
HV =9500V .
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Fig. 7. Efficiency distribute on all RPC rolls from
2010 data at HV =9500V .

Fig. 8 shows the 2D efficiency distributions over the
RE+1/R2/a surface, where all data at HV = 9500V
were merged together to assure enough statistics. We

see clearly the regularly distributed low efficiency spots
on the surface, which correspond to the spacers inside
the gas gap structure. These distributions confirm that
the software tool works correctly and could well survey
the efficiency homogeneity on RPC chamber surface.
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Fig. 8. (color online) Merged 2D efficiency distri-
butions over the RE+1/2/a surfaces, for all 2010
data at HV = 9500V . The regularly distribut-
ed low efficiency spots correspond to the spacers
inside the gas gap structure.
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By checking the efficiency fluctuation with the tem-
perature and pressure variation at the same time peri-
od(Fig. 9), we found that they are correlated and follow
similar trend.
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Fig. 9. (color online) Average RPC efficiency with
respect to the run numbers. The efficiency fluctu-
ation is correlated to the temperature and pres-
sure variation.

4.2 Spatial Resolution

The spatial resolution is also crucial for endcap R-
PC system to provide a reliable trigger, and to further
complete the function of muon track reconstruction. It
is surveyed by cluster size and residual distribution.

Cluster size is the number of average fired strips per
signal, it is relevant to the trigger generation, which use
the RPC hit pattern to determine trajectory parame-
ters such as transverse momentum and charge. Fig. 10
shows the cluster size distribution from collision data at
HV = 9500V . Most events have cluster size not larger
than 3. The large cluster size events are related to the
hit position on strips, deposited energy and the inciden-
t angle of the muons trajectories, in which case two or
more independent avalanches were produced in double
gas-gaps and induced signals on multi strips. The cor-
relation between incident angle and cluster size is sur-
veyed as shown in Fig. 11. Fig. 12 shows the fluctuation
of average cluster size with respect to the run number
(or environmental parameters), similar behavior as in ef-
ficiency case was observed, which implies the effective
HV have similar influence on cluster size.
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Fig. 10. The distribution of cluster size at HV =
9500V runs.
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within each bin.
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Fig. 12. (color online) The average cluster size with
respect to run number or environmental param-
eters, showing the correlation with the pressure
and temperature fluctuation. The error corre-
sponds to the RMS of the cluster size.

Fig. 13 shows the residual distribution at HV =
9500V , which is defined as the distance between the RPC
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fired strip and the impact position extrapolated from C-
SC muon track. For RE+1/2 the width at the middle of
the trapezoidal strip is 2.093cm, the average cluster size
is measured to be 2.253, so the expected spatial resolu-
tion is calculated to be 1.361 (Eq. (3)). From the residual
distribution, we measured the RMS to be 1.161. The d-
ifference between the calculated resolution and measure-
ment might come from that, the endcap strip is trape-
zoidal and the impact position is not evenly distributed
on the strip surface.
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Fig. 13. Residual distributions: the distance be-
tween the RPC fired strip and the impact po-

sition extrapolated from CSC muon track, on
RE+1/2/b.

5 Summary

Considering the geometry layout of CMS endcap
muon system, we developed an appropriate software tool
to measure the RPC efficiency using extrapolated CSC
track segment as trigger. We checked and validated the
efficiency algorithm by MC simulation, the software tool
resumed the performance of endcap RPC to the expect-
ed level from MC study. With the validated tool we
surveyed the endcap RPC performance in 2010 collision
data; The result shows that, the RPC operated well as
expected under appropriate HV setting. With such good
performance in efficiency and spatial resolution, as well
as its excellent timing, the endcap RPC could provide
stable and reliable trigger function for physics program.
From 2011 and 2012 data similar conclusion could be
derived.
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s and suggestions. This work is financed by Nation-
al Natural Science Foundation of China under project
No.11061140514.
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